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Procedure for Staff raising Allegations of Unacceptable Behaviour 
by a Student 

 

This Procedure sets out what to do if you feel that a Bristol University student has behaved in 
an unacceptable manner, whether on or off University premises. 

 
If you experience or observe unacceptable behaviour by a student on University premises that 
requires urgent action, then call the University Security Services emergency number on 0117 
3311223. 
 
If you wish to report other unacceptable behaviour that you have witnessed, then you can call 
0117 928 7848 

 
 

1. Informal action 
 
If you experience behaviour by a student that you find unacceptable, you could consider trying 
to speak directly to the person responsible for the behaviour – they may genuinely not know 
that they are acting in a way that’s unacceptable to you. (Only try this if you feel comfortable 
taking this step and if you feel that it could resolve the situation). If you have tried this and the 
situation remains unresolved, or if you consider that informal action is not possible or would 
not be helpful, then you may submit a formal complaint (see Section 2 below). You may find 
it helpful to talk the matter over with the Student Complaints and Mediation Manager (SCMM) 
in the first instance by email at student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk or by phone on 0117 
3941820 

 
 

2. Making a formal complaint 
 
2.1 To help you provide all the information that the University needs in order to address your 
complaint, please complete and submit the Complaint Form: Allegation of Unacceptable 
Behaviour by a Student (Annex A), and send it by email to the Student Complaints and 
Mediation Manager (SCMM), student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk . If you would like to discuss 
your complaint with the SCMM before any action is taken, please make this known to the 
SCMM in your email. The SCMM is based in the University Secretary’s Office and will decide 
on any further action, they will contact you as soon as possible, normally within ten working 
days of receiving your complaint. 

 
2.2 The University Staff Counselling Service can provide support to staff experiencing 
difficulties as a result of unacceptable behaviour 

 
 

3. Confidentiality 
 

3.1 Whether your complaint is being dealt with informally or formally, if you want information 
about your concerns to be kept confidential, you must make this clear to the person you talk 
to. The information that you provide in relation to your complaint will be treated with discretion 
and will only be shared when necessary, with sensitivity and with your consent so that your 
complaint can be investigated. An exception to this would be if the University has a legal 
obligation to report the information that you disclose or if there are concerns about your safety. 
You will be notified before action is taken and offered support. It will not be possible to 
investigate anonymous complaints as the person you report will need to be informed of the 
complaint and who made it. (For information on submitting anonymous complaints see 5). 

mailto:student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/allegation-of-unacceptable-behaviour-form-for-staff.docx
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/allegation-of-unacceptable-behaviour-form-for-staff.docx
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/allegation-of-unacceptable-behaviour-form-for-staff.docx
mailto:student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/staffcounselling/
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3.2 The University recommends that allegations of criminal acts, such as physical assault, 
rape or sexual assault, are reported to the police immediately. The University may report 
allegations of criminal activity to the police in cases where there is a legal obligation to report 
and where there are serious safeguarding concerns and risk to others. The University may 
not be able to investigate allegations of serious criminal offences; action taken under the 
Student Disciplinary Regulations can be restricted pending the outcome of a criminal 
investigation. 

 
 

4. What happens if you have complained about the behaviour of a student? 
 
4.1 The SCMM will determine whether a complaint is sufficiently serious to be dealt with under 
this policy. 

 

4.2 The SCMM will consider if reasonable steps have been taken to resolve the issue 
informally. In some cases, the SCMM might suggest a way to resolve the complaint through 
informal means that have not yet been explored. The SCMM may offer mediation where 
appropriate to you and the other person (see flowchart Annex B) 

 
4.3 Should you need wellbeing support in relation to your complaint, you can contact your 
Line Manager, HR Manager or Officer https://www.bristol.ac.uk/hr/contact/, or the  
Acceptable Behaviour Service also use the Staff Counselling Service 

 

4.4 If the complaint is about behaviour within a Students’ Union (SU) Society or Club then the 
complaint will be sent to the Chief Executive of the SU to be investigated under the SU 
Complaints Procedure. If the investigation finds evidence of serious misconduct on the part of 
individual students, then those students will be referred to the University to be dealt with under 
the Student Disciplinary Regulations. 

 
4.5 Where informal resolution is not possible or where the matter is deemed more serious, 
the complaint will be referred for consideration under the Student Disciplinary Regulations. 

 

5. Anonymous Reporting 
 
The Report and Support facility gives members of staff the opportunity to report incidents of 

harassment, assault and discrimination anonymously. Anonymous reports cannot be 

investigated but will be monitored for emerging trends. 

https://www.bristol.ac.uk/students/wellbeing/report-and-support/ 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/secretary/mediation/
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/hr/contact/
https://uob.sharepoint.com/sites/staff-info/SitePages/acceptable-behaviour-service.aspx
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/staffcounselling/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/secretary/studentrulesregs/disciplinary.html
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/students/wellbeing/report-and-support/
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ANNEX A 
 

STAFF COMPLAINT FORM: 
ALLEGATION OF UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOUR BY A STUDENT 

You can also submit details of your complaint by email to the Student Complaints and Mediation 
Manager 
student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk 

 

 
 

1. PERSONAL DETAILS 

 
Full Name: 

 

University Department 
 

Address for correspondence in connection with the complaint*: 
 

Postcode: 
 

Telephone number: 
 

Email address: 
 

*In the case of a Group Complaint, please attach a list of complainants and their details on a separate sheet 
of paper 

 

The University will communicate with you about your complaint by email (current staff will normally be 
contacted through their University email address only) or by post to the address you have given above. It 
is important that you keep your contact details up to date and notify the Student Complaints and Mediation 
Manager of any changes. 

 

2. STUDENT DETAILS 

 
Please give the name and School/Hall/Address of the student(s) if known: 

 

3. DETAILS ** 

3.1 Please provide details of your complaint (e.g. racism, bullying, harassment). Provide as much 
information as possible relating to the allegations you are making in terms of dates, specific incidents, and 
any supporting evidence, including the names of any witnesses who are willing to come forward. As far as 
possible, present the events leading up to the incident(s) in chronological order. This will help the person 
reading your complaint to understand the history and context of the issue. 

mailto:student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk
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3.2 Please set out the steps you have taken to address the matter through informal means, including 
who you have approached to resolve your complaint. If you have been unable to take steps to address 
the matter please say why this has not been possible. 

3.3 Please suggest any outcome or further action you are seeking. 

 

4. DECLARATION 

I declare that the information provided in this form is to the best of my knowledge true, and that I would 
be willing to answer further questions relating to it if necessary. 

 

Signed: 

Date: 

 
 

** Factors to consider when providing details under Section 3: 
✓ Do not assume that the reader of the complaint will be familiar with the situation you are describing, or 

the people involved. Make sure that somebody reading it for the first time can immediately understand 
the issues and when and where they arose. For example, where possible, name the individuals you are 
referring to. 

✓ Be specific: if an incident has occurred, try and detail the exact date(s) on which it happened. If an 
incident has arisen that made you feel uncomfortable or harassed, you should try and describe exactly 
what happened and why it made you feel that way. It’s important to spell out as clearly as possible how 
you have been affected by the incident(s). 

✓ Provide documentary evidence wherever possible. This can be in the form of copies of emails, written 
correspondence you have received, screen shots or print outs of comments/messages posted on social 
media – basically anything that supports the allegations you are making. 

✓ Provide details of any action you have taken to try to resolve the situation yourself through personal 
action – for example, making the person aware of the impact their behaviour is having on you – and 
why this was unsuccessful. If you have been unable to take steps yourself to resolve the situation, ensure 
that you provide details as to why this is the case. 
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Student Complaints Officer 

SCO 

Annex B – Formal Complaint 
 
 

Complaint Form 

 
 
 

Student Complaints 

and Mediation Manager 

 
 

 

Informal Resolution 

 
 

 
If Complaint cannot be 

resolved informally or is 

more serious 

 

 

Refer complaint to HR 
if serious allegation 

re: Staff conduct 

Refer to Faculty or 
School if complaint is 
re: students within or 
related to academic 

setting, 
teaching/learning 

Refer to University 
Secretary’s Office for 
action under Student 
Disciplinary Regs if 
relates to student 

misconduct. 

SCMM action/Log 
complaint in records 
but take no further 

action. If further 
complaints received 
may take action at 

later date 

 

 
HR investigates 

 
Mediation 

 
Investigate 

 
Outcome 

 
 
 

 
Mediation 

Faculty 
investigates 

Referred to 

Mediation 

 

 

Outcome 
reported to 

student 

 
Mediation 

Referred to HOSRL/ 

CLO if relates to 
behaviour in 

residence or private 
accommodation 

 

Outcome 

Referred to PVC 

 
 

 
Decision taken 
whether to take 

disciplinary action 

 
 
 

Outcome 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

 
Can I talk to the SCMM about my complaint? 

Yes, you can discuss your complaint with the SCMM by email, phone or in person. Email 

student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk, Tel. 0117 3941820 
 

How long will it take for me to get an outcome? 

This will depend on the nature of the allegations. Complaints about unacceptable behaviour 

are picked up quickly and dealt with on a case by case basis. In some cases, swift action 

can be taken to ease a situation, in other cases allegations will require a full investigation 

following a formal procedure which can take longer. You will have the opportunity to talk to 

the SCMM about your individual case. 
 

If I make a complaint about someone will they get to see the complaint? 

The person that you complain about has a right to know what the complaint is about and 

who has made it. They will not necessarily be shown the complaint form; each complaint is 

dealt with on a case by case basis and if you have concerns you can discuss these with the 

SCMM or the person considering your complaint. 

 

What is mediation and is it compulsory? 

Mediation is a free, confidential and independent process that allows people to have their 

dispute heard and to be recognised. Mediation supports people in a 'dispute' to try and find 

their own resolution to the problem. It is a voluntary process so it will never be compulsory. 

Mediation can take place with you and the other person in different rooms for the entire 

process if you wish, so that the mediator moves between the rooms and you don’t have to 

speak to the other person face to face. http://www.bristol.ac.uk/secretary/mediation/ 
 

What action might be taken following my complaint about a student? 

This very much depends on the nature of the complaint. Complaints will be dealt with 

carefully; it may be that the person you have complained about is unwell and needs some 

help. In these cases, support will be put in place for them and for you and steps will be taken 

to sort out any problems that the behaviour is causing. 

In other cases, investigation of the complaint may lead to a letter being sent to the student 

by the SCMM or a University Lawyer. In cases where investigation of the complaint finds 

serious misconduct then the student will be dealt with under the Student Disciplinary 

Regulations and may be referred either to the Vice-Chancellor or to a person nominated by 

them to act on their behalf. 

https://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and- 

regs/student-disciplinary-regulations.pdf 

What is a Non-Contact Order and can I get one? 

A Non-Contact Order is a limited order of suspension issued under the Student Disciplinary 

Regulations by the Pro Vice-Chancellor responsible for student discipline. The order will 

impose specific terms on a student, such as not contacting named people, either in person 

or by electronic means. Non-Contact Orders are not something that can be requested, they 

are issued by the PV-C as a last resort when there is a serious threat to the wellbeing of a 

member of the University community and where the situation cannot be managed in any 

other way.  

https://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and- 

regs/student-disciplinary-regulations.pdf 

mailto:Email%20student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk
mailto:Email%20student-complaints@bristol.ac.uk
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/secretary/mediation/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/Student-Disciplinary-Regulations.pdf
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/student-disciplinary-regulations.pdf
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/Student-Disciplinary-Regulations.pdf
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/secretary/documents/student-rules-and-regs/student-disciplinary-regulations.pdf
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